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Hostway|Hosting is now Ntirety, a leading managed cloud services provider pioneering the next-generation of IT for the 

modern, agile enterprise. Ntirety brings two leaders in secure, compliant, managed hybrid cloud solutions together to 

offer an expanded set of global managed multi-cloud and hybrid services.

What does Ntirety mean?   
Ntirety speaks to our comprehensive portfolio that goes beyond cloud services to provide insightful business IT solutions. 

We serve business and IT leaders with mission critical application needs, who need a trusted partner that enables them 

to move faster with less risk. 

Where can I learn more about your updated portfolio, Ntirety news, and industry insights? 
On our new website (Ntirety.com), you can find industry news, insights on cloud technology, information about our 

services, and more—no more hopping back and forth between three sites.  

How do I login and find support?  
Our teams are still in the process of migrating legacy Hostway and HOSTING clients and pre-merger Ntirety clients to our 

new client and support portals. Until notified by your account manager, all clients can continue to use the pre-merger 

portals at the same URLs. 

We anticipate this work will conclude in 2020. We will continue to provide updates along the way.  

How will this change my billing?  
Keep an eye out for new branding on our contracts and invoices. Be careful not to discard items that may initially look 

unfamiliar. 

How do I contact my account manager?  
You can continue to email your Hostway|HOSTING (now Ntirety) contacts using their pre-merger email addresses or by 

replacing the “hostway,” “hostwaycorp,” and “hosting” portion of their pre-merger email address with “ntirety.”  

How does this affect our W&A clients and brands?   
Our Web & App clients will NOT be moving to the new Ntirety brand. All of the existing W&A brands will remain in place. 

In order to reduce confusion, W&A clients will NOT be notified about the new brand unless they also happen to have an 

Enterprise account at Hostway or HOSTING.  

Our W&A brands include: HostMySite, MyHosting.com, Gate.com, DomainPeople and NetNation. The Hostway brand 

has both enterprise and W&A clients. The W&A clients under the Hostway brand will remain with the legacy Hostway 

brand and the Enterprise clients will move to Ntirety. 
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Where will HQ be located?   
You can find Ntirety HQ in Austin, Texas, USA. 

How many employees currently work for Ntirety worldwide?   
The Ntirety family is comprised of over 1,000 employees working around the world—and around the clock—to enable business 

to move faster with less risk.

About Ntirety 
In 2018, Hostway and HOSTING merged to create Ntirety—an industry leader in providing secure 
digital transformation solutions, featuring full-stack services across the entire lifecycle to help IT leaders 
harness data. Ntirety delivers experienced and secure migration services, complex managed cloud 
infrastructure, and application solutions for mission-critical software. Our team of engineers delivers 
reliable and scalable managed cloud and hybrid cloud solutions to thousands of customers across 
fourteen geographically diverse data centers around the world—all while ensuring strict compliance to 
PCI, HITRUST, HIPAA, FERPA, and GDPR guidelines. The Ntirety mission is simple—to provide the best 
customer experience from the industry’s best team. Visit Ntirety.com for more information.

Have questions about these changes? Be sure to contact your dedicated 
account manager for additional details.

http://www.Ntirety.com
http://www.Ntirety.com/Contact
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